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Abstract

Conductive inks have received increasing attention over past few decades owing to their applications for printed devices such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs), circuit, flexible displays, radio frequency identification (RFID) tags, and photovoltaics. Because of the lowest resistivity and anti-oxidation properties in air, silver inks are the currently favored conductive inks for printed electronics. However, the high cost and low electro-migration resistance of silver inks which can cause circuit failure under high humidity, limit their applications on a large scale.

Copper, owing to its low cost, low resistivity \((1.7 \times 10^{-8} \, \Omega \, m)\), similar to that of silver\) and high electro-migration resistance, has become the promising material for conductive inks. However, copper particles suffer from the oxidation. This problem can be solved by stabilizing copper particles by surfactants. The stabilizers which act as barriers hinder the percolation paths of electrons, resulting in low conductivity \((\text{high resistivity})\) of the printed patterns. A conventional method to overcome the above obstacle is high temperature sintering in an oven \((>250^\circ C)\). Nevertheless, for applications of low-cost and flexible electronic devices on heat-sensitive substrates, a low sintering temperature is essential. To decrease sintering temperature, several methods, such as laser process, decreasing particle size, photonic sintering, and using copper-based metal-organic decomposition (MOD), have been reported.

In this thesis, new strategies to obtain highly conductive copper layers by lower temperature \((\leq 200^\circ C)\) sintering were put forward. This thesis contains 5 chapters.

First chapter is Introduction. Recent progress of low temperature sintering for electro conductive layers is discussed. In addition, the strategies and methods of the research in this thesis are outlined.

In the second chapter, alkylamine-stabilized copper fine particles and their inks were prepared. One common way to lower the sintering temperature is decreasing particle size \((<100 \, \text{nm})\). However, this method is complicated and nanoparticles are chemically unstable during storage. In this chapter, a two-step process, in which a facile thermal oxidation process was introduced to increase the contacts between particles, was studied for effective sintering of copper fine particles \((>100 \, \text{nm})\). In the first step, copper fine particles \((280 \, \text{nm})\) were synthesized by a one-pot reaction utilizing D-isoascorbic acid as a mild reductant. For sintering processes, an oxidative preheating of the film was used for the formation of tight connections between particles. Then a following reductive sintering using a 3% hydrogen in nitrogen gas at 200 \(^\circ C\) and 250 \(^\circ C\) enabled the achieving of high conductivities of copper films. The results showed that the thermal-preheating step in air generated convex surfaces, nanorods or nanoparticles among particles successfully. This was owed to the inside-out diffusion of copper ions from copper particles and the diffusion of oxygen.
ion in the opposite direction. The generated convex surfaces, nanorods or nanoparticles increased the contacts between particles and thus facilitated the sintering of particles in the following reductive sintering process. As a result, resistivities of $12.2 \times 10^{-8}$ and $7.8 \times 10^{-8}$ $\Omega$ m of copper films were achieved at 200 °C and 250 °C, respectively.

In the third chapter, low temperature deposition of metallic copper from metal-organic compound systems is discussed. To achieve low resistivity at a lower sintering temperature, copper-based MOD inks with scalability and simplicity were also studied. In this work, the influence of various copper sources (i.e., copper(II) formate tetrahydrate and copper(II) acetate monohydrate) in MOD inks on the resistivity of films was compared. Commercially available copper particles (0.4-2.5 μm) were introduced into the inks to replace the organic components for higher conductivity and reliability of the obtained copper films. The results demonstrated that the resistivity of sintered copper films decreased with the decrease of size of the added commercial particles. The lowest resistivity of $2.6 \times 10^{-7}$ $\Omega$ m was achieved using the inks containing 0.4 μm of added copper particles after sintering at 120 °C under nitrogen. In addition, polyvinylpyrrolidone stabilized copper particles (PVP-Cu) with a size range of 127±20 nm instead of the commercial ones were used for preparing MOD inks to demonstrate the general applicability of this method. The resistivity of the obtained copper film using PVP-Cu particles at the sintering temperature of 100 °C was $7 \times 10^{-6}$ $\Omega$ m. These results demonstrated that the use of copper particles to replace organic components in MOD inks effectively led to the low resistivity of film after sintering at the temperature as low as 100 °C under nitrogen.

In the forth chapter, in order to further decrease the resistivity, polydispersed-submicron copper particles stabilized with decomposable polymer (polypropylene carbonate, PPC) as a main part and a self-reducible copper formate/1-amino-2-propanol (CuF-IPA) complex as an additive were chosen to prepare the MOD inks. The surface modification of copper particles with PPC, using of smaller poly-dispersed particles, and self-reducible copper complex were favorable to obtaining highly conductive copper films at low temperature sintering. The lowest reported resistivity ($8.8 \times 10^{-7}$ $\Omega$ m) at the sintering temperature of 100 °C under nitrogen was achieved. Such a low sintering temperature with low resistivity was proved to be a result of the dual promotion effects of aminolysis of PPC with IPA and the pyrolysis of CuF-IPA complex. PPC broke down into smaller molecules by aminolysis with IPA, which reduced the steric stabilization for copper particles, and thus enabled particle coalescence and sintering more easily. The generated copper particles from the pyrolysis of CuF-IPA complex directly contributed for creating connections among particles and higher packing density.

The fifth chapter contains conclusions of this thesis. The methods and conductive inks developed in our study are promising for flexible and low-cost printing electronic devices.
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1. General Introduction

1.1 General introduction of materials for printed electronics

Printed electronics have attracted a tremendous attention in the past decade.\textsuperscript{1,2} Printed electronics is relevant to the application of the fabrication of electronic devices using printing technologies. Current applications in the market include electro-optic devices,\textsuperscript{3} organic photovoltaics,\textsuperscript{4} flexible batteries,\textsuperscript{5} radio frequency identification (RFID) tags,\textsuperscript{6} and some memory devices,\textsuperscript{7} etc.

Materials used for printed electronics can be divided into conductors, semiconductors and dielectrics.\textsuperscript{8} Conductive ink used for printing electronics includes a conducting material in an aqueous or organic medium and a variety of additives (e.g., binders and surface tension modifiers) which enable optimal performance of this multi-component system.\textsuperscript{2} There are three main criterions, including physical properties of the printed device (conductivity, stability, adhesion and optical transparency), compatibility with the printing pattern, and physicochemical properties of the prepared ink, for the choice of a conductive material for the printing electronics.\textsuperscript{9}

1.1.1 Conductors

Metal atoms with organic ligands are utilized for the solution deposition of conductors. For the metal particles or flakes, a thermal post-treatment during which the insulating organic ligands are removed is essential to obtain highly conductive films. About
choosing suitable metals, electrical conductivity, cost and ease of handling are taken into account. The ideal metal-based ink should meet the requirements of low cost, low resistivity after deposition process and post-processing and simplicity of preparing, storing, jetting or printing. In terms of resistivity of metals, silver, copper, and gold have the resistivities of $1.59 \times 10^{-8}$, $1.72 \times 10^{-8}$, and $2.44 \times 10^{-8}$ Ω m, respectively. Among silver, copper, and gold, silver has the lowest resistivity. In terms of the cost, an ounce of silver spends $17$, whereas one ounce of copper cost 20 cents, and one ounce of gold needs $1100$. Currently, silver is the most favored metal and has been most reported. Copper has an obstacle of oxidation which needs to be overcome. Gold is too expensive to be applied on a large scale.

Metal oxide based systems have been used for all kinds of display applications primarily owing to the transparency and their excellent oxygen stability, that is allowing for processing in ambient atmosphere without any inert gas or vacuum system. Indium tin oxide (ITO) as the most well-known metal oxides has been used for displays, especially transparent electrodes for all kinds of liquid crystal displays (LCDs). The pre-patterned ITO bottom electrodes used for light-emitting diodes or solar cells are fabricated by sputtering with additional steps (i.e., lithography and etching process).

Conducting polymers (CPs) as the third kind of conductors for printable electronics have excellent solution processability as well as mechanical flexibility and have been used for flexible and transparent electrodes (FTEs). The commercial conducting polymers are PEDOT: PSS (Poly[3,4-EthyleneDiOxyThiophene]
Poly-StyreneSulfonate) or PANI (PolyAANIline). But the conductivity of these polymer conductors are several orders of magnitude lower than that of metals.\textsuperscript{8} For the complex of PEDOT and PSS, PSS plays the role of a soluble template as well as a counter-ion and for PEDOT.\textsuperscript{11}

Carbon-based nanomaterials like carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene belong to another family of materials used for conductive printing materials. Owing to the unique properties, like high intrinsic current mobility, low resistivity and cost, and good mechanical flexibility,\textsuperscript{12} CNTs and graphene sheets have great potential for flexible electronics.

1.1.2 Dielectrics

Thin Film Transistor (TFT) devices are three terminal field-effect devices, in which a semiconductor is placed between source and drain electrodes and a dielectric layer is put between a transversal electrode and the semiconductor.\textsuperscript{13} For TFT devices, a dielectric layer has a great effect on their stability and performance. A high capacitance $C_i$ is of significance. A high-$k$ material which has a large dielectric constant is preferred to achieve a high capacitance.\textsuperscript{8} In addition, the choice of solvent for the dielectric and the interface between the semiconductor and the dielectric are also important.

1.1.3 Semiconductors

Semiconductors can be divided into two classes, which are carbon-based organic materials and inorganic compounds. Generally speaking, inorganic materials have
excellent performance and environmental stability, while carbon-based organic materials have a superior physical properties and processability.\textsuperscript{8}

It is well acknowledged that all the semiconductor materials should have a high purity, be environmentally stable and insusceptibility towards oxidation.\textsuperscript{14} Oxide semiconductors, especially the amorphous ones, open the door to new areas like paper electronics and are regarded as one kind of promising TFT materials.\textsuperscript{15} Amorphous oxides semiconductors (AOS) are high optical transparency and no grain boundaries which is beneficial to mobility.

1.2 Copper-based conductive inks

1.2.1 The problems of copper-based conductive inks

For the next 20 years, the market for printable electronics would exceed $300 billion based on estimation.\textsuperscript{16} Hence there is an urgent need for low-cost, environmentally friendly and faster manufacturing techniques and flexible electronics have been developed recent years. For the low-cost flexible electronics, heat-sensitive substrates like paper and polymeric substrate (e.g., polycarbonate (PC), poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK), polyethylene naphthalate (PEN), polyimide (PI), polyethylene terephthalate (PET), etc.) are required.

Silver inks as a metal-based conductive ink have the advantages of lowest resistivity (\(1.6 \times 10^{-8} \ \Omega \text{m}\)) of metallic silver compared with other metals and anti-oxidation properties in air. Thus silver inks are the currently favored inks. However, the issues of high cost and low electro-migration resistance of silver which
can lead to circuit failure under high humidity, limit their applications on a large scale.

Copper inks are deemed to be promising candidate for conductive inks because of its low cost, low resistivity of copper ($1.7 \times 10^{-8} \, \Omega \, m$, similar to that of silver) and high electromigration resistance. The obstacle of copper inks for practical application is oxidation problem. Copper is easily to be oxidized even in an ambient atmosphere. Stabilizing copper particles by capping layer is a solution for the above problem. In general, these stabilizers which function as barriers can hinder the percolation paths of electrons and thus lead to high resistivity or low conductivity of the printed patterns. In order to achieve high conductivity of printed patterns, high temperature sintering in an oven as a conventional method is frequently used to remove these stabilizers (> 250 °C). However, to meet the requirement of low-cost and flexible electronic devices which need heat-sensitive substrates, lower sintering temperature is crucial. For example, the glass transition temperature (Tg) of polycarbonate (PC) is 147 °C; Tg of poly(ethylene naphthalate) is 125 °C; Tg of polyimide (PI) is 222 °C.17

To decrease the sintering temperature, several methods, such as decreasing particle size to nanoscale, using copper-based metal-organic decomposition (MOD), photonic sintering, have been reported. The following part will introduce these methods in detail.

1.2.2 Possible solutions

**Decreasing particle size to nanoscale**

According to a classical thermodynamic analysis, Gibbs-Thomson equation, the
melting point of a material is size-dependent. This melting point depression effect is relevant to cohesive energy of the materials.\textsuperscript{18} Decreasing particle size can reduce the melting point of particles and thus facilitate particle sintering, leading to a high conductivity of sintered films.

Fig. 1.1 gives the relationship between melting point and particle diameter of gold nanoparticles according to Gibbs-Thomson equation\textsuperscript{19,20} Melting point decreases with the decrease of particle diameter of gold nanoparticles. There is an exponential relationship between the melting point and the particle diameter. When the size becomes around 5 nm, the melting point can be reduced below 200 °C. The percolation threshold of conductive network can be even lower by the changing the surface morphology of the nanomaterials.\textsuperscript{20}

![Fig. 1.1 The relationship between the melting point and particle diameter of gold nanoparticles.\textsuperscript{20}](image)

Deng and coworkers have described a simple, high throughput, and facile method to prepare copper nanoparticles in an aqueous solution.\textsuperscript{21} In this work, copper acetate, hydrazine, and short chain carboxylic acids which have low decomposition
temperature were chosen as copper precursor, reducing agent, and capping agents, respectively. Lactic acid, citric acid, or alanine as the capping agent with high concentration can obtain stable copper nanoparticles which are smaller than 10 nm (particle diameter) and have a narrow size distribution. It was demonstrated that the concentration of the carboxylic acid is important for the preparation of such copper nanoparticles. Thermogravimetric analysis results exhibited that both lactic acid and glycolic acid capped on the surface of the nanoparticles can be removed at a relatively low temperature. For glycolic acid, it can even be removed at about 125 °C. Copper films obtained from the sintering of lactic acid and glycolic acid capped copper particles can achieve low electrical resistivity at low sintering temperature. After annealing at 150 °C for 60 min under nitrogen, the electrical resistivities of the copper film using glycolic acid and lactic acid as the capping agents were $2.6 \times 10^{-7}$ and $2.1 \times 10^{-7} \Omega \text{m}$, respectively. When the annealing temperature was increased to 200 °C, the resistivities of the copper film using glycolic acid and lactic acid as the capping agents after annealing for 60 min under nitrogen were $3.5 \times 10^{-7}$ and $9.1 \times 10^{-8} \Omega \text{m}$, respectively.
Fig. 1.2 Resistivity of the copper films obtained by sintering different capping agents stabilized copper particles at various temperatures under nitrogen.\textsuperscript{21}

Hokita and coworkers have developed a simple, high-concentration synthesis of sub-10-nm Cu NPs in ethylene glycol under ambient air conditions at room temperature.\textsuperscript{22} High throughout (90% yield), monodispersed spherical AmIP-Cu NPs with size of 3.5 ± 1.0 nm were synthesized using copper(II) acetate as copper sourceusing, 1-amino-2-propanol (AmIP) as the stabilizer and hydrazine monohydrate as the reducing agent. It was proposed that the single nanosize of AmIP-Cu NPs and their superior stability were due to the formed five-membered ring structure between Cu and AmIP which can enhance the binding force of AmIP onto the Cu surface. After redispersing the AmIP-Cu NPs into alcohol-based solvents, copper inks containing 45 wt\% of Cu were prepared. The conductive copper films obtained using Cu nanoink on polyimide film can achieve the electrical resistivity of $3.0 \times 10^{-7} \Omega \text{m}$ after thermal annealing at 150 °C for 15 min under nitrogen gas (Fig. 1.3). In addition, this work experimentally demonstrated that AmIP can be act as the reducing agent to reduce Cu$_2$O to metallic copper during the thermal heating process. The adhesion
measurement on PET film was also conducted. The results showed that PET with the UVO treatment can improve the adhesion strength as well as maintain low resistance for Cu nanoinks.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 1.3** (a) Resistivity of Cu film after the thermal annealing of Cu nanoink which contained 45 wt% Cu in propylene glycol/glycerol solvent [1:1 vol %] on polyimide film for 15 min at various temperatures (120, 150, 180, and 200 °C). (b) XRD pattern for Cu film after the thermal annealing of Cu nanoink which contained 45 wt% Cu in propylene glycol/glycerol solvent [1:1 vol %] on polyimide film for 15 min at 150 °C.²²

Sugiyama and coworkers have synthesized high-concentration (0.3 M copper salt) 2-amino-1-butanol-stabilized Cu nanoparticles (AB-Cu NPs) with a size of 4.4 ± 1.0 nm at room temperature under an ambient condition (Fig. 1.4).²³ The capped AB ligand can form metallacyclic coordination with a five-membered structure with Cu to increase the stability of synthesized Cu particles. In this work, the sintering temperature can be as low as 60 °C, which is the lowest reported temperature for Cu NPs. Following thermal annealing at 150 °C under a nitrogen gas for 30 min, Cu
nanoink consist of AB-Cu NPs (~35 wt% Cu) could produce a Cu film with resistivity of $5.2 \times 10^{-7} \Omega \text{ m}$. Furthermore, the adhesion between the Cu film and substrate was also compared. AB-based Cu nanoink had better adhesion to the substrate than 1-amino-2-propanol (AmIP)-based Cu nanoink, which is ascribed to carboxylic compounds generated after the thermal annealing of the Cu nanoinks.

![SEM images of sintered Cu films using Cu nanoink on polyimide film for 30 min at a, d 120 °C, b, e 150 °C, and c, f 200 °C. The scale bar of (a, b, c) is 1μm and that of (d, e, f) is 100 nm.]

**Copper-based metal-organic decomposition (MOD)**

Shin and coworkers have prepared alcohol-soluble copper-based MOD ink which is reducible without using a reducing gas. Alcohol-soluble conductive inks are essential for commercial printing processes like reverse offset printing process. In the
prepared ink, copper (II) formate (CuF) was chosen as a precursor and 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol (AMP) was exploited as a ligand to form the complex with copper and to facilitate the decomposition of copper(II) formate. In addition, octylamine (O) as a co-complexing agent and hexanoic acid (H) as a sintering helper were introduced into the system to further obtain well-sintered copper film after heat treatment process. The resistivity of copper-based MOD ink (Cuf-AMP-OH ink) after heating under a nitrogen gas for 30 min at 200, 250, 300, and 350 °C were $2.3 \times 10^{-7}$, $1.9 \times 10^{-7}$, $1.3 \times 10^{-7}$, $9.5 \times 10^{-8} \Omega \text{m}$, respectively (Fig. 1.5).

![Graph showing specific resistivity as a function of temperature](image)

**Fig. 1.5** Resistivity of the Cu film obtained using CuF-AMP-OH ink following heat treatment for 30 min under a nitrogen gas as a function of the heating temperature. The inset images exhibit the morphologies of corresponding sintered Cu film.  

Farraj *et al.* presented a self-reduction MOD ink which contained hydrous copper (II) formate (CuF) as copper source and 2-amino-2-methyl-1-propanol (AMP) as the ligand.  

The decomposition process of CuF-AMP complex and CuF as well as the role of water molecular in the decomposition of complex were investigated using
thermogravimetric and mass spectrometry analyses. The ink underwent pyrolysis of CuF-AMP complex to form metallic copper at low heating temperatures. The produced conductive Cu film could be printed on heat sensitive substrate like PET (polyethylene terephthalate). A low resistivity of $1.1 \times 10^{-7} \ \Omega \ m$ was obtained after heat treatment of complex under N$_2$ at 190 °C (Fig. 1.6).

Fig. 1.6 (A) Sheet resistance of obtained conductive Cu films as a function of decomposition temperature. The inset SEM images are corresponding micrographs at various decomposition temperatures. (B) Copper patterns on PET film using the copper complex with ink-jet printing technique.\textsuperscript{25}

Kim \textit{et al.} studied the relationship between the resistivity and the copper concentration in copper (II) formate (CuF)-hexylamine complex. The copper concentration controlled impurity content and the porosity of the film, thus finally determining the electrical resistivity of the sintered Cu films. The lowest bulk resistivity, got from the ink which had 12.4 wt% of copper, after heating at 200 °C followed by formic acid reduction process at 250 °C, was $5.2 \times 10^{-8} \ \Omega \ m$.\textsuperscript{26}
Yabuki and coworkers have prepared complexes of copper formate and various amines including primary amines and secondary amines. It was demonstrated that the resistivity of sintered copper film and the size of particles are related to the types of amines and the length of the alkylchain (Fig. 1.7). Using the blended amines of dibutylamine and octylamine, the lowest resistivity of $5 \times 10^{-8} \, \Omega \, \text{m}$ could be obtained after annealing at 140 °C.\textsuperscript{27}

**Fig. 1.7** SEM images of obtained Cu films annealed at 140 °C for 30 min using copper-amine complexes. The used amines are (a) dipropylamine, (b) dibutylamine, (c) diamylamine, (d) dihexylamine, (e) hexylamine, (f) heptylamine, (g) octylamine, and (h) nonylamine.\textsuperscript{27}

Choi et al. investigated the nucleation behavior, growth behavior, and sintering process of Cu nanoparticles during thermal heating process of copper (II) formate (CuF)-hexylamine (HA) complex to form metallic copper. It was revealed that the hexylamine (HA) concentration played an important role in the microstructure evolution during the decomposition of complex and electrical resistivity of produced copper film (Fig. 1.8).\textsuperscript{28} HA acted as a reducing agent which dissociates the carboxyl
group from the copper precursor as well as a ligand to control the growth of Cu nuclei. Low HA concentration led to the multiple growths of Cu nanoparticles during the heating process, which thus resulting in copper films with porous microstructure and low electrical conductivity. For the CuF-HA complex with a high HA concentration, the sufficient complexation was beneficial to the single-route growth of nanoparticles during the thermal heating process, consequently leading to small Cu nanoparticles with a narrow size distribution and a dense Cu film. The highly conductive Cu film with the lowest resistivity of $4.1 \times 10^{-7}$ Ω m was obtained at 200 °C with a HCOOH atmosphere.

**Fig. 1.8** Schematic diagram explaining microstructure formation during the thermal heating process with various amine concentrations in CuF-HA complex ink.²⁸

Li *et al.* have printed conductive copper and nickel lines via a reactive inkjet printing process of a copper/nickel salt and a reducing agent from a multi-color printhead.²⁹ For printed copper lines, the best conductivity was $1.8 \times 10^6$ S m⁻¹; that
of nickel is $2.2 \times 10^4$ S m$^{-1}$. EDS elemental analysis was used for analyze the oxidation of printed copper/nickel lines in air. It was found that inkjet printed nickel lines appeared to have less oxidation. This inkjet printing process can be used for other metals.

**Flash light sintering**

Dharmadasa and coworkers used an economically viable method for producing copper based conductive films on both flexible PET and glass substrates.\textsuperscript{30} Intense pulsed light (IPL) technique has been used for sintering nanoparticles. In this study, synthesis of Cu/Cu$_2$O NP at room temperature, the ratio of Cu/Cu$_2$O, and IPL process parameters were optimized. For the synthesis of Cu/Cu$_2$O NP, adjusting the pH of the ink and the solvent/cosolvent were key factors. To control the ratio of Cu/Cu$_2$O, the concentration of the NaBH$_4$ was modulated. The IPL parameters were also optimized to generate Cu films with high electrical conductivity. The generated highly conductive Cu film had some Cu$_2$O phases. After applying 1723 J cm$^{-2}$ to 10 cm$^2$ film, the lowest bulk resistivity of $9.40 \times 10^{-7}$ Ω m was yielded (Fig. 1.9).
Kang and coworkers have converted CuO layers which were inkjet-printed on a porous PET substrate with primer coating to Cu by an IPL sintering process (Fig. 1.10). The conductivity could reach up to 30% conductivity of bulk Cu. Insulating CuO layer was changed to conductive Cu within 6 ms without pre-drying process to evaporate solvents of the inks. The lowest resistivity of Cu layers using IPL sintering of 0.26 s was $5.5 \times 10^{-7} \, \Omega \, \text{m}$, which was about 30% of bulk Cu conductivity.
Fig. 1.10 Sheet resistance of Cu layer after IPL sintering vs. energy exposure and number of pulses. The pulse duration is 6 ms and the frequency for multi pulses is 10 Hz. The as-printed CuO (left) and IPL-sintered Cu (right) were also shown in the figure.\textsuperscript{31}

1.3 Research target and approaches

1.3.1 Research target

The research target is to obtain the sintered copper films with high conductivities at low sintering temperatures (≤ 200 °C).

1.3.2 Approaches

About the approaches for achieving low resistivity of copper films at low sintering temperature, we have introduced several methods (decreasing particle size to nanoscale, using MOD ink, flash light sintering) in the above parts. In comparison, the reduction of the particle size may lead to easier oxidation, which results in problems with storage. Photonic sintering requires high-intensity pulsed light (HIPL)
irradiation equipment, which is expensive.

As mentioned above, decreasing particle size (<100 nm) can lead to easier oxidation of particles under an ambient atmosphere. In the second chapter, a new approach was proposed. Instead of using copper nanoparticles to facilitate the sintering, we firstly synthesized copper fine particles (~280 nm) and then utilized a facile thermal oxidation process to obtain copper film with low resistivity at low sintering temperature (200 °C). It was proved that this thermal oxidation process can increase the contacts among particles and thus be beneficial to effective sintering of copper fine particles (>100 nm).

Third chapter presents an approach to obtain low temperature sintering based on a modified MOD inks using copper particles. Among the methods of low temperature sintering, using copper-based MOD inks is preferred because of its scalability and simplicity. In general, MOD inks consist of copper salts, ligands, and some organic components. In this study, conductive films with low resistivity after low temperature sintering were obtained by replacing the organic components in the MOD inks. In addition, several copper salts for the MOD ink were also compared. The above studies were shown in the third chapter.

In the fourth chapter, surface modification of the added copper particles was investigated to obtain conductive copper films based on the MOD inks with lower resistivity. The prepared MOD inks were composed of polydispersed-submicron copper particles which were stabilized with decomposable polymer (polypropylene carbonate, PPC) as a main part and a self-reducible copper
formate/1-amino-2-propanol (CuF-IPA) complex as an additive. The surface modification of copper particles with PPC, using of smaller polydispersed copper particles, and self-reducible copper complex contribute for achieving high conductivity of copper films at low sintering temperature.

Chapter 5 summarizes the obtained results and findings and gives general conclusions and perspective of the research presented in this thesis.
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2. Two-Step Annealing Process of Copper Fine Particles towards Improving Electrical Conductivity of Copper Films at Low Sintering Temperature

2.1 Introduction

Reducing particle size as a common method to facilitate the sintering of copper particles at low sintering temperatures suffers from the problems of copper nanoparticle (less than 100 nm) oxidation during storage and complicated synthesis process which usually use an inert gas. Copper fine particles can be stored much more easily compared with copper nanoparticles. However, it is well acknowledged that the larger the particle is, the more difficult the particle can be sintered due to the lower chemical potential.

To solve the above problems, a facile thermal oxidation process which can generate nanostructures and thus increase the contact between particles was introduced. Nanorods or nanowire-like copper oxides generated via a thermal oxidation process\textsuperscript{1-4} have been extensively reported for the wide application in gas sensors,\textsuperscript{5} heterogeneous catalysts,\textsuperscript{6} etc. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time to take advantage of nanorods or nanowire-like structure to facilitate the coalescence of copper particles. Ida and coworker have demonstrated that an oxidative preheating process in air can be used to remove the capping layers on copper nanoparticles\textsuperscript{7} and exhibited that the thermal oxidative preheating process was
pivotal in obtaining conductive films with a high conductivity.\textsuperscript{8} But it is still not clear about the mechanism of this oxidative preheating process. Some studies used an \textit{In-situ} TEM to observe the structural changes of copper fine particles with and without air, but it is still difficult for the complete understanding.\textsuperscript{7,9}

In this work, a new route for improving the conductivity of copper film was proposed. It can be achieved by a two-step process. In the first step, copper fine particles were synthesized by using D-isoascorbic acid as the mild reductant and octylamine as the capping agent. In the second step, an oxidative preheating process was used to generate convex surfaces, nanorods or nanoparticles successfully and thus to facilitate the coalescence of particles, leading to high conductivity of copper films after sintering process. To our best knowledge, this is our first time to demonstrate that the oxidative preheating process can improve the sintering behavior of particles by producing nanorods or nanoparticles. The mechanism of oxidative preheating process and its influence on the conductivity of obtained copper films were investigated. The results indicate that prepared copper films have high electrical conductivity owing to the roles of oxidative preheating process on the following reductive sintering process.

\textbf{2.2 Experimental section}

\textbf{2.2.1 Synthesis of copper fine particles}

The synthetic procedure presented in this work is illustrated in Fig. 2.1.
For the preparation of copper fine particles, copper oxide (CuO, agglomerates with size ranging from a few hundred nanometers to several micro-meters, Nissin Chemco, Kyoto Japan), D-isoascorbic acid (C₆H₈O₆, 98%, Acros) agent, octylamine (98%, Wako, Japan or Lion Corp.) and α-terpineol (95%, Kanto, Japan) were chosen as the copper precursor, reducing agent, capping agent and dispersing agent, respectively. CuO (2.5 g, 31 mmol) and C₆H₈O₆ (5.5 g, 31 mmol) were ground for 6 h using a mortar and then dissolved in octylamine (52 ml, 310 mmol) in a two-neck round-bottom flask which was equipped with a condenser and a stirring bar. The prepared mixture was heated at 100 °C for 3 h with a stirring speed of 400 rpm using an oil bath after mixing for 4 h using a magnetic stirrer. After that, ethyl acetate was used to centrifuge and wash the mixture (10,000 rpm, 30 min). This centrifugation process was carried out for several times and dried under a nitrogen flow to prepare copper A sample. According to the low solubility of protonated octylamine¹⁰ (with the combination of proton derived from ascorbic acid, some octylamine changed to
protonated octylamine) in methanol, copper fine particles with much protonated octylamine (copper B, in Fig. 2.2) were also got using the same preparation method after centrifugation with methanol for three times and drying under a nitrogen gas.

Fig. 2.2 XRD patterns of (a) copper B fine particles which contain much protonated octylamine and (b) Protonated octylamine. (c) NMR spectra of protonated octylamine. (d) TG curves of copper B fine particles in nitrogen.

### 2.2.2 Preparation of copper particle inks and films

After grinding with an automatic mortar for 30 min and pulverizing with a blender for 4 min, 30 wt% synthesized copper A fine particles were dispersed into 70 wt% of α-terpineol to prepare copper A inks. In addition, ethanol was also added into the dispersion for assisting redispersion of copper A particles. Then, the dispersion of copper A fine particles in α-terpineol was mixed by a conditioning mixer for 32 min
and by an emulsifier for 5 times. Finally, the copper A fine particle inks were prepared using evaporation under reduced pressure to remove ethanol from the dispersion. The obtained copper A fine particle inks were deposited on both aluminum oxide (Al₂O₃) (for resistivity measurements) and glass (for X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements) slides using a doctor blade. The thicknesses of sintered films at 200 °C, 250 °C and 300 °C which were measured using the cross section SEM images were 4.4, 4.6, and 3.4 μm, respectively (Fig. 2.3). Following drying under a nitrogen flow at 60 °C for 1 h, the copper films deposited on Al₂O₃ and glass substrates were cut to 2 cm × 2 cm pieces and annealed via a two-step process. During this two-step process as show in Fig. 2.4, the substrates deposited with copper A fine particle film were heated with a flow rate of 2 dm³ min⁻¹ under air for 4 h and sintered under a 3 % hydrogen-containing nitrogen gas with a flow rate of 2 dm³ min⁻¹ of for 3 h. The annealing temperature was kept at 200 °C, 250 °C or 300 °C. In addition, to observe the surface morphological changes of the copper A fine particles during the oxidative preheating process, copper A films were only heated in air without sintering procedure at various temperatures (200 °C and 250 °C) for various periods (5 min, 30 min, 2 h and 4 h) with a flow rate of 2 dm³ min⁻¹ of air.

Fig. 2.3 The thicknesses of copper A films after annealing at various temperatures through a two-step process.
Prepared copper B fine particles which containing much protonated octylamine were also used for preparing the copper B inks and films with the above method. After that, the prepared copper B films were heated at 250 °C with an air flow under the same flow rate for various time (5 min, 30 min, 2 h and 4 h).

![Fig. 2.4](image_url) Schematic illustration of two-step annealing process consisting of oxidative preheating process in air for 4 h (to enhance particle coalescence by generating convex surfaces, nanorods or nanoparticles) and sintering with a reductive gas containing 3% hydrogen-containing nitrogen gas for 3 h. The temperature in this two-step annealing process was kept for 200 °C, 250 °C or 300 °C.

### 2.2.3 Characterizations

X-ray Diffraction (XRD, a Rigaku Mini Flex II, Cu Kα) was used to analyze the crystal structures of prepared copper A fine particles and copper A films. A field emission scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM, JEOL JSM-6701F) at an accelerated voltage of 15 Kv was used for observing the morphologies of the copper A fine particles and the copper A films. The cross-sectional SEM images of the obtained conductive copper films were got to measure the thickness of films for calculating the volume resistivity of films. A four point probe method (Loresta-GP, MCP-T610,
Mitsubishi Chemical Analytech, Japan) was for measuring the sheet resistances of copper films.

For the copper B fine particles, thermogravimetric analysis (TG, SHIMADZU DTG-60H) were taken for the thermal property. In addition, the copper B films were also characterized by SEM, XRD, and resistivity measurements.

### 2.3 Results and discussion

Copper fine particles were prepared using a facile one-pot synthetic process (Fig. 2.1). Fig. 2.5 presents the SEM image and XRD pattern of obtained copper A fine particles. The size of prepared copper fine particles, which was measured by calculating 100 copper A fine particles statistically, was in the range of 130 nm to 300 nm with an average diameter of 280 nm. There are five characteristic peaks at 43.3°, 50.4°, 74.1°, 89.9°, and 95.1° as shown in XRD pattern (Fig. 2.5b), which are corresponding to (111), (200), (220), (311), and (222) planes of copper crystallites, respectively. In addition, no copper oxides in the copper A fine particles were detected according to XRD pattern (Fig. 2.5b). These can be ascribed to the role of octylamine which can act as an anti-oxidation agent by maintaining a reducing atmosphere during the reaction process and protecting the particles to be free of oxidation by absorbing onto the surfaces of copper particles.\textsuperscript{10,11} In general, strong reducing agent like hydrazine,\textsuperscript{7} and sodium borohydride,\textsuperscript{12} and an inert gas are used for the synthesis of copper fine particles and nanoparticles. In contrast, copper fine particles prepared in this work were prepared with a mild reducing agent and ambient atmosphere.
Fig. 2.5 (a) Morphologies and (b) XRD pattern of copper A fine particles.

To study the oxidative preheating process, copper A films were preheated in air for various periods at 200 °C. Fig. 2.6 displays the SEM images and XRD patterns of copper A films oxidatively preheated for various heating periods (0 min, 5 min, 30 min, 2 h, and 4 h) at 200 °C. Before the oxidatively preheating process, the surfaces of copper A fine particles which are separated by the octylamine layers are smooth as displayed in Fig. 2.6a. These smooth surfaces indicate that obvious oxidation of the surfaces of copper A fine particle did not occur, which was identical to the result of XRD pattern (Fig. 2.6f). When the preheating time increased to 5 min, it can be observed that particles shows obvious coalescence caused by the generated convex surfaces (Fig. 2.6b). Coalescence of particles and tight connections of particles also happened when the preheating time were 30 min, 2 h, and 4 h (Figs. 2.6b-2.6e). With the combination of XRD results as presented in Fig. 2.6f, the above generated convex surfaces are corresponding to cuprous oxide (Cu₂O) resulted from the oxidation of metallic copper.
Fig. 2.6 Morphological images of copper A films after oxidative preheating at 200 °C for various periods: (a) 0 min, (b) 5 min, (c) 30 min, (d) 2 h, and (e) 4 h. (f) X-ray diffraction patterns.

The morphological changes of copper A films after oxidative preheating process for various heating time at 250 °C are exhibited in Figs. 2.7a-2.7d. When the preheating time changes from 5 min to 4 h, generated convex surfaces and coalescence of fine particles, which are same as the phenomena of copper A films after oxidative preheating process at 200 °C, can also be observed (Figs. 2.7a-2.7d). Furthermore, nanorods which can result in the generation of denser films also
appeared (Figs. 2.7b-2.7d).

**Fig. 2.7** Morphological images of copper A films after oxidative preheating at 250 °C for various periods: (a) 5 min, (b) 30 min, (c) 2 h, and (d) 4 h.

Fig. 2.8 exhibits the XRD results of copper A films after oxidative preheating process for various heating time at 250 °C. After oxidative preheating for 5 min, copper fine particles were oxidized to Cu$_2$O and small amounts of CuO. The intensity of metallic copper peaks decreased with the increase of oxidative preheating time. After oxidative sintering for 2 h, all the metallic copper was changed to copper oxides.

Based on the above results and corresponding SEM images (Figs. 2.7a-2.7d), it can be found that copper oxides which include Cu$_2$O or CuO result in the formation of convex surfaces generated at the beginning of oxidative preheating process and nanorods with the continuing of the oxidation process.
The oxidative process of copper B films prepared using copper B fine particles which containing much protonated octylamine was also carried out at 250 °C. Interestingly, smaller nanoparticles not nanorods appeared on the surface of particles (Figs. 2.9c-2.9e). The XRD results (Figs. 2.9f) also present different results compared with that of copper A films after oxidative preheating at 250 °C (Fig. 2.8). When the oxidative preheating time were 5 and 30 min, the peaks representing metallic copper, Cu$_8$O and Cu$_2$O can be detected. When the oxidative preheating time extended to 2 and 4 h, the peaks related to Cu$_8$O, Cu$_2$O and CuO coexisted in the obtained films. Besides the well-known copper oxides such as Cu$_2$O and CuO, there are other
metastable phases like Cu$_6$O$^{13}$, Cu$_{64}$O$^{14}$, etc, which are formed in certain atomic diffusion depth.

Fig. 2.9 SEM of copper B films after oxidative preheating process at 250 °C for various heating periods: (a) 0 min, (b) 5 min, (c) 30 min, (d) 2 h, and (e) 4 h. (f) Corresponding XRD patterns.

Fig. 2.10 expressed the mechanism of the oxidative preheating process. During the oxidative preheating process, there are two main reaction which are shown by the following equations.

\[
4\text{Cu} + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow 2\text{Cu}_2\text{O} \quad (1)
\]

\[
2\text{Cu}_2\text{O} + \text{O}_2 \rightarrow 4\text{CuO} \quad (2)
\]
The oxidative preheating process includes the diffusion of copper ion from the copper matrix to the film surface\textsuperscript{2,15} and oxygen.\textsuperscript{16} It involves two stages. In the first stage, convex surfaces are formed owing to the diffusion of oxygen and copper ion as shown in Figs. 2.6b-2.6e, 2.7a and 2.9b. The generated products strongly depend on the oxidative temperature. If the oxidative temperature is low (200 °C), metallic copper was only be oxidized to Cu$_2$O according to eq. 1. If the oxidative temperature is high enough (250 or 300 °C), partially formed Cu$_2$O can act as a catalyst and transform into CuO (eq. 2).\textsuperscript{3,17} For copper B fine particles which are surrounded by plenty of protonated octylamine, Cu$_8$O which was detected in XRD (Fig. 2.9f) can be formed due to the limited contact between oxygen and copper ion caused by too much protonated octylamine. For the second stage, nanorods (Figs. 2.7b-2.7d) or formation of nanoparticles (Figs. 2.9c-2.9e) were generated. Vapour-liquid-solid (VLS),\textsuperscript{18} vapour-solid (VS),\textsuperscript{19} or diffusion mechanism\textsuperscript{4,15} are frequently used to explain the mechanism of nanorods or nanowires generated by thermal oxidation process. The VLS mechanism needs catalyst and droplet on the top of nanowires or nanorods can be found. For the VS mechanism, the temperatures used during this oxidative preheating process are much lower than the melting point of metallic copper and copper oxides.\textsuperscript{2} The plausible reason for the generation and growth of nanorods are that the local electric field which is set up by the oxygen ions at the solid/gas interface can improve the diffusion of the oxygen ions and copper ions\textsuperscript{3} and chemical reactions between oxygen ions and copper ion occur. The generation of both Cu$_2$O and CuO (eqs. 1 and 2) can only occur at a high oxidative preheating temperature (250 or
When the copper fine particles are surrounded by lots of protonated octylamine, the electrostatic force can interfere with the electric field and thus have an effect on the diffusion of copper ion to form nanorods which grow by copper ion from the initial nuclear site to the top, leading to the small nanoparticles. In addition, metastable Cu₈O, CuO and Cu₂O can coexist in the formed films due to protonated octylamine.

**Fig. 2.10** Schematic diagram of the oxidative preheating process during which convex surfaces, nanorods or nanoparticles can be generated and consequently facilitate the particle sintering.

Copper A films after oxidative preheating in air for 4 h (Figs. 2.11a, 2.11c and 2.11e) and copper A films (Figs. 2.11b, 2.11d and 2.11f) after two step annealing process at 200 °C, 250 °C and 300 °C can be shown in Fig. 2.11. According to the SEM images of copper films after oxidative preheating process at 200 °C, 250 °C and 300 °C for 4 h, the coalescence among particles and compact films can be obvious observed. Furthermore, the higher the oxidative preheating temperature was, the
denser the generated oxidative film was (Figs. 2.11a, 2.11c and 2.11e). Following the reductive sintering process under a mixture of N₂ and H₂ gas at various temperatures, highly compact copper films reduced from the oxidative films with less cracks were formed (Figs. 2.11b, 2.11d, 2.11f and 2.12). Moreover, denser copper film were obtained at higher reducing temperature. The resistivities of copper A films after two-step annealing process are exhibited in Fig. 2.13. The copper A films after two-step annealing process at 200 °C, 250 °C and 300 °C can achieve low resistivities of \(1.2 \times 10^{-7}\), \(7.8 \times 10^{-8}\) and \(5.6 \times 10^{-8}\) \(\Omega\) m, respectively. The electrical resistivity decreases with the two-step annealing temperature increases, which are consistent with the morphological images as shown in Figs. 2.11b, 2.11d and 2.11f. The resistivity of copper A film after two-step annealing process at 200 °C is just 7 times of that of bulk copper \((1.7 \times 10^{-8}\) \(\Omega\) m). This excellent electrical conductivity of obtained copper films can be ascribed to the important role of thermal oxidative preheating process. Convex surfaces generated during the preheating process are favorable to the tight connections among adjacent particles. Nanorods can grow toward various directions and thus cause further tight connection of particles and formation of denser network structures. Consequently the particles sintering were greatly facilitated. Copper B films which even contain lots of organics also achieved relatively low resistivities of \(8.2 \times 10^{-7}\) and \(8.6 \times 10^{-7}\) \(\Omega\) m at 250 °C and 300 °C, respectively (Fig. 2.14). These are due to the effects of generated small oxide nanoparticles during thermal oxidative preheating process. It is well known that small nanoparticles can enhance the particle sintering.²⁰ Moreover, these generated oxide
nanoparticles in this study can facilitate particle sintering by provide close contacts between particles. At last, after reductive sintering process, annealed copper films with low resistivity were obtained with the help of convex surfaces, oxide nanorods or oxide nanoparticles (Fig. 2.10).

![Morphological changes of copper A films](image)

**Fig. 2.11** Morphological changes of copper A films after oxidative preheating process in air for 4 h (a, c and e) and copper A films after two-step annealing process including thermal oxidative preheating process in air for 4 h and following reductive sintering process in nitrogen with 3 % hydrogen gas for 3 h at 200 °C, 250 °C and 300 °C, respectively (b, d and f).
Fig. 2.12 XRD patterns of copper A films after two-step annealing process at 200 °C, 250 °C and 300 °C, respectively.

Fig. 2.13 Resistivity as a function of the two-step annealing temperature of copper A films after a two-step annealing process.
Fig. 2.14 Resistivity as a function of the two-step annealing temperature of copper B films after a two-step annealing process.

It is well understood that the particle sintering occurs when the organic capping layers on the surfaces of copper particles are removed and the necks between copper particles start to form. At present, most of the studies carry out the sintering process directly without using the thermal oxidative preheating process to remove the organic capping layers. However, it should be noted that the oxidative preheating process can only remove the organic capping layers, but also can establish close contact between particles and form highly dense films with assistance of convex surfaces, oxide nanorods or oxide nanoparticles. And what is more, our approach in this study has two advantages. For the first advantage, our synthetic method of preparing copper fine particles avoids or mitigates the issues caused by using copper nanoparticles. Copper fine particles can be stored much easier compared with copper nanoparticles due to less oxidation under an ambient atmosphere. In addition, the synthesis of
copper fine particle does not need to utilize strong reducing agent. For the second advantage, in contrast with the approach of controlling particle size and preparing copper/silver core-shell nanoparticles\textsuperscript{23} complicatedly and precisely, our thermal oxidation process which can also result in low resistivity at low sintering temperature is much more easy to handle.

2.4 Conclusions

In brief, a novel approach towards enhancing the electrical conductivity of obtained copper film has been developed. This approach which introduces a two-step annealing process can effectively result in formation of tight contacts between particles by producing convex surfaces, oxide nanorods or oxide nanoparticles. In the first step, copper fine particles were prepared by utilizing D-isoascorbic acid and octylamine as the mild reductant and the capping agent, respectively. In the second step, a thermal oxidative preheating process performed in air was introduced to produce convex surfaces, nanorods or nanoparticles. Produced convex surfaces, nanorods or nanoparticles during the thermal oxidative preheating process are caused by the diffusion of oxygen as well as diffusion of copper ion from the copper matrix to the surface. Owing to the critical role of the thermal oxidative preheating process which enhances particle sintering during the following reductive sintering process, copper films with low resistivities were obtained. We except that, our facile route for achieving low resistivity at low sintering temperature, which overcomes some problems caused by using copper nanoparticles, could open new possibilities for
printed electronics.

2.5 References


3. Systematic Study of Copper-Based Metal-Organic Decomposition Inks Using the Mixture of Copper Complex and Added Copper Particles for Low Temperature Sintering

3.1 Introduction

In general, two types of copper inks are frequently used.\(^1\) One type of the copper inks is a suspension of copper particles including fine particles or nanoparticles. The other type is called copper-based metal-organic decomposition (MOD) ink. The MOD ink usually consists of copper salt, amino hydroxyl/amine ligands and other organic components. Copper-based MOD ink has been investigated widely for improving the electrical conductivity of obtained copper films at low sintering temperature due to its merits of scalability and simplicity. The purpose of adding the organic components (diethylene n-butanol,\(^2\) glycol methyl ether,\(^2\) 1-methyl-2-pyrrolidinone,\(^3\) and ethyl cellulose,\(^3\) octylamine,\(^4\) etc.) in MOD ink is to improve the uniformity of the prepared copper inks and increase the electrical conductivity and reliability of obtained sintered copper films. But these organic additives are usually not conductor and make against decreasing the resistivity of copper films after sintering by inhibit the contact between copper fine particles or nanoparticles.

In this study, we put forward a new route to improve the uniformity of the copper inks and the conductivity of copper films at low sintering temperature. This new route can overcome the above mentioned obstacle by replacing the organic components by
commercial copper fine particles. The choice of copper sources, i.e. copper acetate (CuA) and copper formate (CuF), in the formation of copper complexes as the copper were compared. Added commercial particle size on the conductivity of copper films after sintering was studied. Furthermore, polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) capped copper particles with smaller size were also prepared as the added particles for the preparation of copper-based MOD inks. The use of PVP capped copper particles as the added copper particles can prove the general applicability of our proposed method in this work.

3.2 Experimental section

3.2.1 Formation of commercial copper fine particle/copper acetate-IPA (1-amino-2-propanol)-ethanol (EOH) mixed inks (Cu/CuA-IPA-EOH) and sintered conductive copper films

Copper (II) acetate monohydrate (Cu(CO$_2$CH$_3$)$_2$·H$_2$O, CuA) (Kanto, Japan) was chosen as a copper source for the formation of copper ink. Isopropanolamine (1-amino-2-propanol, IPA) (Junsei, Japan, GR grade) was chosen as the ligand. After mixing CuA (2.5 mmol, 0.5 g), IPA (5 mmol, 0.375g) and ethanol (Kanto, 5 mmol, 0.23 g, EOH) using conditioning mixer, 50 wt% commercial copper fine particles (DOWA, 0.5μm, as shown in Fig. 3.1) were put into the mixture with another mixing for 16 min. After that, the obtained inks were printed onto alumina substrates with a doctor blade (the thickness of printed films were 40 μm) and sintered at different temperatures (120 °C and 150 °C) with a N$_2$ flow for various periods.
Fig. 3.1 SEM images and size distributions of added commercial copper fine particles. The average sizes of added copper particles were (a) 0.4 μm, (b) 0.5 μm, (c) 0.8 μm and (d) 2.5 μm. The copper fine particles with size of 0.8 μm comes from our previous work.5

3.2.2 Formation of commercial copper fine particles/copper formate-IPA mixed inks (Cu/CuF-IPA) and sintered conductive copper films

Besides CuA, copper (II) formate tetrahydrate (Cu(HCOO)$_2$·4H$_2$O, CuF) (Wako,
Japan) was also selected as the other copper source. Similar to the procedure of preparation of Cu/CuA-IPA-EOH inks, CuF (5 mmol, 1.13 g), IPA (10 mmol, 0.75) commercial copper fine particles (Dowa, Japan) with a median size of 0.4, 0.5, 0.8, and 2.5 μm were mixed by conditioning mixer. The weight amount of added commercial copper fine particles was 50 wt%. For comparison, 70 wt% of commercial copper fine particles with the size of 0.4 μm were also put into CuF-IPA complex. The prepared inks were also printed on alumina substrates by using a doctor blade (40 μm) and dried under a N₂ flow at 60 °C for 1 h. Finally, the printed inks were heated under a N₂ gas at 120 °C for various periods (30 min or 1 h).

3.2.3 Synthesis of copper/polyvinylpyrrolidone particles (PVP-Cu)

Firstly, 1.2 g polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP, MW=10000, Tokyo Chemical Industry Co., Japan) was dissolved in 60 cm³ 1,5 pentanediol (98%, Junsei Chemical Co., Japan). Then 1.2 g CuO was added into above solution. After that, the mixture was heated in an oil bath to 80 °C. Hydrazine monohydrate (Junsei) as the reducing agent was added into the above mixture dropwise. This chemical reaction was kept for 4 h. After centrifugation with 1-propanol and drying under a N₂ flow, PVP-Cu particles were obtained.

3.2.4 Fabrication of PVP-Cu/CuF-IPA mixed inks and their sintered copper films

CuF (1 mmol, 0.23 g) and IPA (2 mmol, 0.15 g) were well mixed using a conditioning mixer. PVP-Cu particles were added into prepared CuF-IPA complex and mixed with a conditioning mixer for 12 min. The weight percent of added PVP-Cu in the ink was
50 wt%. Following mixing, the prepared inks were printed and heated using the same way as Cu/CuF-IPA inks. The heating temperature was 100 °C under a N₂ gas. In addition, the ink with another ratio with the same process was also prepared. The ratio between CuF (4 mmol, 0.90 g) and IPA (4 mmol, 0.30 g) was 1:1 (mol/mol). The weight percent of PVP-Cu particles (0.51 g) was 30 wt%. Then the ink was also sintering at 100 °C under a N₂ gas.

3.2.5 Characterization

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the added commercial copper particles, PVP-Cu particles and Cu films, thicknesses of the sintered copper films used for calculating the bulk resistivities of sintered copper films were got by using a JEOL JSM-6701F field-emission-type SEM. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were obtained by using a Rigaku Miniflex-II diffractometer. Thermogravimetric differential thermal analysis (TGA-DTA) was carried out by using a Shimadzu DTG-60H to study the decomposition process of the mixture of CuA-IPA complex and ethanol. The sheet resistances of copper films were measured with a four-point probe by using a Mitsubishi Chemical Analytech Loresta-GP with an ASP probe.

3.3 Results and discussion

3.3.1 The choice of copper source

Copper formate (CuF) as one kind of copper source used for the fabrication of copper-based MOD inks has been extensively studied\textsuperscript{2-7}. CuF as the copper source has
the following advantages: (i) the produced products (i.e., H$_2$ and CO$_2$) during the decomposition are volatile and no undesired residues which may decrease the conductivity of copper films remain in the obtained conductive copper films. Furthermore, the generated H$_2$ gas is conducive to maintaining a reducing atmosphere which can prevent the particle oxidation. (ii) there is high copper content due to the short carbon chain in the CuF. (iii) the low decomposition temperature allow to use the temperature sensitive but low-cost substrates for printed electronics.$^2$

However, formic acid is corrosive. In comparison, acetic acid is more preferred for preventing the furnace failures. Copper acetate (CuA) is also regarded as another choice as the copper source. The advantages of CuA are as following: (i) it is easy to be prepared. The production of CuA on a large scale for commercial use utilizes copper metal in air and refluxing acetic acid.$^8$ (i) there is also high copper content in CuA. (ii) it has low decomposition temperature. (iii) the decomposition of CuA can also generate volatile H$_2$ which can help keep a reducing atmosphere (eq. 2). (iv) CuA has good solubility in alcohol solvents. Due to alcohol solvents are friendly for blanket layer in the reverse offset printing which is used for large-scale production with high resolution, alcohol-solvent-based conductive inks are preferred for the commercial printing.$^4$ Esqs. 1-2 as following exhibits the decomposition of CuA.$^{9,10}$

\[
\text{Cu(CO}_2\text{CH}_3)_2\cdot\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{Cu(CO}_2\text{CH}_3)_2 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (1)
\]
\[
\text{Cu(CO}_2\text{CH}_3)_2 \rightarrow \text{Cu} + 3\text{H}_2 + \text{CO}_2 + \text{C} \quad (2)
\]
In this study, we firstly compared the two kinds of copper sources (i.e., CuA and CuF) to prepare the mixture with IPA as well as commercial copper fine particles with a size of 0.5 μm. Based on our previous study, CuF can have decomposition at the temperature as low as ~100 °C with the assist of IPA.\(^5\) The decomposition of CuA and IPA were investigated by the TG/DTA measurement as shown in Fig. 3.2. There are two stages primarily during the decomposition of mixture of CuA, IPA and EtOH. Before 121 °C, there were ~30 wt% losses including 20 wt% of EtOH evaporation, 9 wt% water from the dehydration of CuA (eq. 1) and small amount of IPA. The decomposition process of CuA commenced from ~120 °C and totally finished at ~300 °C.

![Fig. 3.2 TG/DTA curves of CuA-IPA-EtOH mixture (CuA : IPA : EO =1:2:1, mol/mol/mol)](image)

under a N\(_2\) flow. The mixture was kept under a N\(_2\) flow in the measurement equipment for 150 min to exchange gas from air to N\(_2\). The heating condition is from room temperature to 800 °C with a heating rate of 2.3 °C/min. The evaporation of small amount of water and EtOH at room temperature was caused by gas exchange.
According to the above TG measurement, the sintering temperature of the fabricated Cu/CuA-IPA-EOH inks was decided to be 120 °C. The XRD results of the inks printed and sintered under a N\textsubscript{2} flow at 120 °C for various time were exhibited in Fig. 3.3. After sintering process at 120 °C for 30 min and 2 h, an impurity peak at ~10 degree were detected from these sintered films. In comparison with the XRD pattern of printed films, it can be deduced that this impurity peak is from the ink which did not decompose totally after heating for 30 min and 2 h. Hence, higher sintering temperature was tried. Fig. 3.4 shows the XRD patterns of the inks after sintering at 150 °C for 30 min and 1 h. Following sintering for 30 min and 1 h, the impurity peak at ~10 degree disappeared (Fig. 3.4). Metallic copper peaks without any the impurity peak at ~10 degree were found in the copper films after sintering at 150 °C (Fig. 3.4). Fig. 3.5 shows the reliability of sintered copper films using Cu/CuA-IPA-EOH inks. There is negligible change about the sheet resistances of copper films following sintering for 30 min and 1 h within 5 days.

To decide which copper source should be used, the resistivities of copper films obtained using Cu/CuF-IPA and Cu/CuA-IPA-EtOH inks were compared. Fig. 3.6 shows the resistivities of copper films for various temperatures after sintering by using Cu/CuF-IPA and Cu/CuA-IPA-EtOH inks. For Cu/CuA-IPA-EtOH inks, after sintering at 150 °C for 30 min and 1 h under a N\textsubscript{2} flow, the obtained resistivities of copper films were 5.9 \times 10^{-6} and 3.7 \times 10^{-6} Ω m, respectively. For the Cu/CuF-IPA inks, the copper film following sintering 120 °C for 30 min can achieve the resistivity of 3.2 \times 10^{-7} Ω m.
Based on the above results, CuF was selected as the copper source for the other studies in this work.

Fig. 3.3 XRD of the sintered copper films using Cu/CuA-IPA-EOH inks after printing and sintering under a N₂ flow at 120 °C for various periods.

Fig. 3.4 XRD of the sintered copper films using Cu/CuA-IPA-EOH inks after sintering under a N₂ flow at 150 °C for various periods.
Fig. 3.5 Corresponding sheet resistance shifts of copper films using Cu/CuA-IPA-EtOH inks sintered at 150 °C at various time with time aging at room temperature in air.

Fig. 3.6 Resistivities of obtained copper films using Cu/CuF-IPA and Cu/CuA-IPA-EtOH inks after sintering process at various temperatures.
3.3.2 The effect of the size of added copper particle size on the obtained resistivity of copper film after sintering process

After deciding the copper source based on the above results, the influence of the size of added copper particles on the resistivity of obtained copper films were studied. The sizes of used copper fine particles were 0.4, 0.5, 0.8 and 2.5 μm. Fig. 3.7 presents the resistivities of the copper films using Cu/CuF-IPA inks (CuF : IPA = 1 : 2 (mol/mol) inks following sintering at 120 °C for 30 min under a N2 gas. The obtained conductive copper films which were prepared with 0.4, 0.5, 0.8 and 2.5 μm of the added copper particles presents low resistivity of 2.6×10⁻⁷, 3.2×10⁻⁷, 1.1×10⁻⁶, and 1.9×10⁻⁶ Ω m, respectively. From the SEM images of added copper particle shown in Fig. 3.1, it can be deduced that the melting of such micron particles at such a low temperature is impossible due to the well-known Gibbs-Thomson equation which demonstrates the relationship between the melting point and the particle size. Hence, the low resistivities of obtained conductive copper films are due to the close contact among particles. From Fig. 3.7, it can be found that the resistivity of obtained copper film decreases with the decrease of the size of the added commercial copper particles. This can be ascribed to that less vacancy is remained by using smaller added copper particles. CuF can generate copper atoms by decomposition to deposit in the vacancy between the added copper particles, which can be confirmed by the SEM images of the sintered conductive copper films as shown in Fig. 3.8. More connections between copper particles could be observed when smaller added copper particles were chosen, thus leading to lower resistivity. From Fig. 3.7, it can be also found that the
relationship between the resistivity and size of added copper particles presents linear relation when the size of added copper particles was less than a certain size (0.8 µm); when the size of added copper particles was more than this size, a nonlinear curve with a flat appeared. These results are because that the resistivity of sintered copper films is strongly related to the spaces between particles which can be filled in by deposited copper atoms from CuF. However, if the size of added copper particle was more than a certain size, the vacancy among particles has no big difference even using added copper particles with larger size (Figs. 5c and 5d). Hence, the resistivity had a tendency to be stable.

![Graph](image)

**Fig. 3.7** Resistivities of the obtained copper films using Cu/CuF-IPA inks (CuF : IPA = 1 : 2 (mol/mol) inks after sintering at 120 °C for 30 min under a N₂ gas. The sizes of added commercial copper particles were 0.4, 0.5, 0.8, and 2.5 µm, respectively.
Fig. 3.8 Morphological images of the conductive copper films following sintering at 120 °C by using the Cu/CuF-IPA inks with added copper particles with various sizes: (a) 0.4, (b) 0.5, (c) 0.8, and (d) 2.5 μm. In the prepared ink, the molar ratio of CuF to IPA was 1 to 2 and the weight amount of added copper particles was 50 wt%.

3.3.3 The amount of added copper particles and optimal sintering time

In this study, the amount of added copper particles as well as the optimal sintering time was also investigated by using the added copper particles with size of 0.4 μm for the preparation of inks.

50 wt% and 70 wt% of added copper particles were put into the prepared CuF-IPA complex, respectively. By comparison, the obtained ink with 70 wt% of added copper particles has very high viscosity which is not suitable for well printing. Hence, the optimal amount of added copper particles for the preparation of ink was 50 wt%.

Table 3.1 presents the sheet resistances of obtained copper films following sintering at 120 °C under a N₂ flow for 30 min and 1 h. There is no obvious difference for the sheet resistance between films after sintering for 30 min and 1 h. 30 min was
suitable for the sintering process.

**Table 3.1.** Sheet resistances of the obtained conductive copper films using Cu/CuF-IPA inks after sintering under a N\textsubscript{2} flow at 120 °C for various periods (CuF : IPA = 1 : 2 (mol/mol))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sintering time (h)</th>
<th>0.5</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sheet resistance (Ω/sq)</td>
<td>4.2 \times 10^{-2}</td>
<td>5.7 \times 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3.4 The influence of the organic residual on the resistivity of obtained conductive copper film

Based on the above analyses, it was found that less vacancy in the sintered copper films can be obtained using smaller particles as the added cooper particle. Hence, PVP capped copper particles with smaller particles size were prepared to replace the added commercial copper fine particles for lower temperature sintering (100 °C).

Fig. 3.9 shows the SEM image, XRD, size distribution and TG of the prepared PVP-Cu particles. XRD pattern in Fig. 3.9b shows a minor peak corresponding to Cu\textsubscript{2}O besides metallic copper peaks. The size of prepared PVP-Cu particles is 127 ± 20 nm (Fig. 3.9c). From the TG result of PVP-Cu particles (Fig. 3.9d), the organic weight amount in PVP-Cu particles was 3 wt% which can be calculated from the final generated CuO after oxidation in air. Fig. 3.10 is the XRD pattern of conductive copper films following sintering under a N\textsubscript{2} flow at 100 °C for 1 and 2 h by using PVP-Cu/CuF-IPA inks. No oxides were found, which are due to IPA and produced
hydrogen during the decomposition of CuF-IPA complex. IPA can reduce copper oxide to metallic copper and hydrogen can keep a reducing atmosphere to prevent oxidation.

Fig. 3.9 Morphological image (a), XRD pattern (b), size distribution (c) and TG (d) of prepared PVP-Cu particles. The TG measurement was performed in air from room temperature to 800 °C.
Fig. 3.10 XRD of copper films obtained from PVP-Cu/CuF-IPA inks (CuF : IPA = 1 : 2 (mol/mol), 50 wt% PVP-Cu) following sintering process under a N₂ flow at 100 °C for 1 and 2 h.

The morphological images of conductive copper films which were obtained using PVP-Cu/CuF-IPA inks following sintering process under a N₂ flow at 100 °C for 1 and 2 h were shown in Fig. 3.11. According to these SEM images, the copper films obtained using PVP-Cu particles which were smaller than commercial copper particles as the added particles present less vacancy. This is in accordance with the above results and our assumption. But it was found that these copper films after sintering did not present lower resistivities.
The resistivities of conductive copper films following sintering process under a N$_2$ flow at 100 °C for 1 and 2 h by using PVP-Cu/CuF-IPA inks are shown in Table 3.2. The resistivities of conductive copper film after 1 h and 2 h sintering were over range and $1 \times 10^{-4}$ Ω m, respectively. In contrast, the conductive copper film which used 0.4 μm of commercial copper fine particles as added copper particles after sintering at 100 °C for 1 h could have some conductivity ($4.3 \times 10^{-2}$ Ω/sq of the sheet resistance).

Table 3.2. Resistivities of the conductive copper films obtained using PVP-Cu/CuF-IPA inks after sintering process under a N$_2$ flow at 100 °C. (CuF : IPA = 1 : 2, 50 wt% PVP-Cu or CuF : IPA = 1 : 1 (mol/mol), 30 wt% PVP-Cu).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sintering time at 100 °C</th>
<th>Resistivity (Ω m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CuF:IPA = 1 : 2 with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>50 wt% PVP-Cu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 h</td>
<td>Over range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 h</td>
<td>$1 \times 10^{-4}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To investigate the possible reasons, the amount of organic residual was performed using TG measurements. After sintering process under a N\textsubscript{2} gas flow at 100 °C for 1 h, copper films using Cu (0.4 μmϕ)/CuF-IPA inks and PVP-Cu/CuF-IPA inks have the 2 wt% and 5 wt% of organic residual, respectively. In combination with the morphological images shown in Figs. 3.8a and 3.11a, it could be found that the high resistivity of copper film obtained using PVP-Cu/CuF-IPA ink and following sintering for 1 h at 100 °C was due to much organic residual. Furthermore, the amount of organic residual in the conductive copper film following sintering at 100 °C decreased from 5 wt% to 4 wt% when the sintering time increased from 1 h to 2 h. Hence, the weight amount of PVP-Cu and IPA in the inks was reduced to further reduce the resistivity of the sintered conductive copper film. The IPA amount was reduced (the mole ratio of CuF to IPA decreased from 1:2 and 1:1). In addition, the PVP amount was reduced by decreasing the amount of the added PVP-Cu particles from 50 wt% to 30 wt%. After sintering process under a N\textsubscript{2} flow at 100 °C for 2 h, the copper film (Fig. 3.13) without oxides can have the resistivity of $7 \times 10^{-6} \, \Omega \, \text{m}$ (Table 3.2).
Fig. 3.12 TG curves of conductive copper films following sintering at 100 °C by using Cu (0.4 μm, commercial particles)/CuF-IPA inks for 1 h (CuF : IPA = 1 : 2 (mol/mol), 50 wt% Cu) (blue) and PVP-Cu/CuF-IPA inks for 1 h (black) and 2 h (red).

Fig. 3.13 XRD of conductive copper films got by using PVP-Cu/CuF-IPA inks after sintering process for 1 and 2 h at 100 °C (CuF : IPA = 1 : 1 (mol/mol), 30 wt% PVP-Cu).

According to the above analyses, it can be found that if the added copper particles
used the same capping agent, the resistivity of obtained copper film is strongly elated to the size of added copper particle. The resistivity decreases with the decrease of size of added copper fine particles. If the size of added copper fine particle is more than a certain size (0.8 µm), the space between the copper particles after the deposition of copper atoms has no obvious difference even the size of added copper fine particles was further increased. If the capping agents of the added copper particles are different, the amount of organic residual has a critical effect on the resistivity of obtained conductive copper film when the degree of space is similar. The above results exhibit that the approach of using the mixture of CuF-IPA complex and added copper particles for the fabrication of MOD inks has a general applicability for achieving low temperature sintering of copper films. Not only the commercial copper fine particles but also prepared PVP-Cu particles could be utilized as the added particles for the preparation of the inks. A low resistivity of $7 \times 10^{-6} \, \Omega \, \text{m}$ was achieved by sintering PVP-Cu/CuF-IPA inks at 100 °C under a N$_2$ flow.

### 3.4 Conclusions

In brief, the approach of using the mixture of copper-amino alcohol complex and added copper particles for the preparation of MOD inks to achieve low temperature sintering (≤150 °C), was investigated systemically. It was demonstrated that CuF as the copper source for the preparation of copper-based MOD inks could lead to lower resistivity with lower temperature sintering in comparison with CuA. The copper film with a resistivity of $3.2 \times 10^{-7} \, \Omega \, \text{m}$ was obtained by choosing CuF as the copper
source and sintering at 120 °C for 30 min under a N₂ flow. The resistivity of sintered conductive copper films (using CuF as the copper source) decreased when the size of added copper particle decreased. The lowest resistivity (2.6 × 10⁻⁷ Ω m) was achieved following sintering at 120 °C under a N₂ flow by choosing 0.4 μm of added commercial copper particles. Furthermore, PVP-Cu particles (127 ± 20 nm) were prepared to replace the commercial copper particles for the preparation of copper-based MOD inks. The resistivity of the conductive copper film by using PVP-Cu particles as the added copper particles after sintering at 100 °C under a N₂ flow was 7 × 10⁻⁶ Ω m. The above results indicate that the approach of mixing copper complex with added copper particles are promising and has general applicability.
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4. Mixture of Decomposable Polymer-Coated Submicron Copper Particles and Effective Additive as the Ink for Obtaining Highly Conductive Copper Films following Low Temperature Sintering

4.1 Introduction

There are some researches which studied the surface modification of nanoparticles for achieving low temperature sintering of metal particles. Magadassi and co-workers have triggered silver nanoparticles sintering using desorption of the stabilizer from particle surfaces or charge neutralization.¹ Long et al. have developed an approach towards rapid sintering of silver nanoparticles through the ion pairs formation between the benzoquinone and cations from the electrolyte. The coalescence of silver nanoparticles occurred at room temperature due to the formation of the ion pairs which can break the balance state between the benzoquinone and silver atoms at the surface of particles.² Grouchko et al. have utilized a built-in sintering mechanism to facilitate particle sintering. This built-in sintering mechanism worked when the stabilizer detached from the surface of the particle by using a destabilizing agent. Room temperature coalescence of the silver particles took place.³

In our previous study, our group has proposed a novel method for achieving low temperature sintering of copper particles by using the ink prepared by mixing a copper complex and copper fine particles, and without any surface modification.⁴ In
this work, in order to further decrease the resistivity of copper films following sintering at low temperature, decomposable polymer (polypropylene carbonate, PPC) capped copper particles with smaller size were utilized in the preparation of copper-based MOD inks, which were mixed with copper formate (CuF) and 1-amino-2-propanol (IPA) complex. PPC capped copper particles with a smaller size and a wider size distribution could have good effects on the stability of the inks, and also enhance the contacts between the copper particles to form denser copper film. In addition, the decomposable PPC as the ligand of the added copper particles were break down by an aminolysis with IPA, consequently triggering the particle coalescence and sintering. In this work, the synergistic effects due to the presence of CuF-IPA additive and decomposable polymer-stabilized copper particles on the low resistivity of copper film at low sintering temperature were demonstrated. A conductive copper film with a resistivity of $8.8 \times 10^{-7} \, \Omega \, \text{m}$ was produced by sintering under a N$_2$ gas flow at 100 °C.

4.2 Experimental section

4.2.1 Synthesis of PPC-capped copper fine particles (PPC-Cu)

Firstly, 3.6 g PPC (Sumitomo Seika Chemicals Co., Japan) was dissolved in 180 cm$^3$ tetrahydrofuran (THF, Kanto). Then, 3.6 g cupric oxide (CuO) (Nissin Chemco, Japan), agglomerates with sizes in the range from a few hundred nanometers to several micrometers, was put into the above prepared solution, following being heated to 60 °C with a stirring speed of 433 rpm. After that, 10.8 cm$^3$ hydrazine monohydrate
(Junsei) was added into the mixture, accompanied with a color change from black to brown-red. The reaction was kept for 1 h. After centrifugation procedure for three times by using ethanol and ethyl acetate and drying under a N$_2$ gas, PPC-capped copper particles were prepared.

### 4.2.2 Fabrication of PPC-capped copper particles/Cu(HCOO)$_2$-IPA (1-amino-2-propanol) mixed inks (PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA) and sintered conductive copper films

Copper formate tetrahydrate (CuF, Cu(HCOO)$_2$·4H$_2$O, Wako) and 1-amino-2-propanol (IPA, Junsei) with equal moles were mixed with a conditioning mixer for 40 min to prepare CuF-IPA complexes. Then the prepared PPC-capped copper fine particles were put into the CuF-IPA complex with mixing for another 16 min. Table 4.1 presents the compositions of the inks in detail. The total mole of IPA, CuF, and Cu atoms in the PPC-Cu particles was 16 mmol for all the inks. The moles of CuF and IPA in the prepared copper inks were the same. Inks with various molar ratios were prepared (Cu mol of PPC-Cu/Cu mol of CuF-IPA = 6/1, 2/1, and 2/3). The inks were named by the molar ratios. Then printed copper films were prepared by printing the inks on the Al$_2$O$_3$ substrate with a film thickness of 40 μm with a doctor blade. Finally, conductive copper films were obtained by sintering the printed films under a N$_2$ gas flow at 100°C for various sintering time.
Table 4.1. The names of sample and compositions of the inks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>Cu atoms in PPC-Cu (mmol)</th>
<th>CuF (mmol)</th>
<th>IPA (mmol)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 6/1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 2/1</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 2/3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.3 Preparation of PPC-Cu inks and films

Using conditioning mixer, prepared PPC-Cu particles (0.3 g, 4.7 mmol) were mixed with α-terpineol (0.3 g, 1.9 mmol, 95%, Kanto, Japan) for 18 min to prepare the inks. Then the inks were printed on the Al₂O₃ substrates with following sintering process for 1 h under a N₂ atmosphere at 100 °C and 150 °C.

4.2.4 Characterization

The Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of the PPC-Cu particles and copper films were observed by a JEOL JSM-6701F field-emission-type SEM. X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were got by a Rigaku Miniflex-II diffractometer. A Shimadzu DTG-60H was used for thermogravimetric differential thermal analysis (TGA-DTA). The thermal desorption mass spectrometry measurements (TDMS, Ulvac, BGM-102) with thermogravimetry and differential thermal analyses (TG-DTA, Bruker, 2000SA) were used for study the decomposition of CuF-IPA complex and CuF. A four-point probe using a Mitsubishi Chemical Analytech Loresta-GP with an
ASP probe was to measure the resistivity of the conductive copper films. UV-Vis spectra were got by a Shimadzu UV-1800. Ethanol was used to dissolve the CuF-IPA complex (1 wt% of CuF-IPA complex in ethanol) to obtain the samples of UV-Vis measurement. A Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR, Jasco FT/IR-4600) was utilized for getting the FTIR spectra.

4.3 Results and discussion

4.3.1 Preparation and characterization of PPC-Cu particles

The PPC-Cu particles were prepared at 60 °C without any inert or reductive atmosphere. The characterization of PPC-Cu is presented in Fig. 4.1. The prepared PPC-Cu particles have a wide size distribution (154 ± 54 nm) according to Fig. 4.1b. This wide size distribution of the PPC-Cu particles could enhance contact between particles by forming a dense film, thus leading to low temperature sintering. After the sintering process, there are less remaining vacancy in the obtained conductive copper films due to the contacts between the large particles and small particles; this leads to low resistivity. From the TG result in Fig. 4.1c, it is revealed that there was 2.2 wt% of PPC in the prepared PPC-Cu particles. The XRD pattern (Fig. 4.1d) indicates that all the detected peaks are corresponding to metallic copper without any copper oxide (Cu₂O, CuO, or other metastable phases⁶,⁷). This is because the well coating of PPC for copper particles.
4.3.2 Decomposition process of CuF-IPA complex

Fig. 4.2 shows the image of fabricated CuF-IPA complex which is a blue liquid and has a relatively high viscosity. It is well acknowledged that the interactions between IPA and Cu can lead to formation of stable five-membered metallacycle structures because of the hard soft acid base theory.\(^8\) An UV-Vis spectroscopy measurement was taken to study the producing process of the CuF-IPA complexes (Fig. 4.3). From the UV results (Fig. 4.3), it is indicated that there was no obvious red/blue shift of the extinction peaks, proving that the ligand-field intensity did not change so much when varying the mixing time from 24 min to 56 min.\(^9\) In this study, 40 min was chosen to obtain the CuF-IPA complex.
Fig. 4.2 Photo of CuF-IPA complex.

![Photo of CuF-IPA complex]

Fig. 4.3 UV-vis extinction spectra of the CuF-IPA complex prepared with various mixing periods.

![UV-vis extinction spectra]

Eqs. 1-3 shows the decomposition of CuF which can produce copper and other volatile products like H2 and CO2.

\[
\text{Cu(HCOO)}_2 \rightarrow \text{Cu(HCOO)} + \frac{1}{2} \text{H}_2(g) + \text{CO}_2(g) \quad \text{(Eq. 1)}
\]

\[
\text{Cu(HCOO)} \rightarrow \text{Cu(s)} + \frac{1}{2} \text{H}_2(g) + \text{CO}_2(g) \quad \text{(Eq. 2)}
\]

In total:

\[
\text{Cu(HCOO)}_2 \rightarrow \text{Cu(s)} + \text{H}_2(g) + 2\text{CO}_2(g) \quad \text{(Eq. 3)}
\]

IPA was found it can act as a reductant due to the secondary OH group in IPA and have the ability of reducing copper oxide to metallic copper under a N2 gas flow.10

Figs. 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 are the TGA and DTA/TGA-MS results to study the
decomposition of CuF as well as CuF-IPA complex. It is revealed that the decomposition of the CuF-IPA complex can take place at lower temperature compared with CuF, indicating that IPA can facilitate the decomposition of CuF due to its role as a reductant. The temperature for complete decomposition of the CuF-IPA was much lower than (~95 °C) that of the CuF (Fig. 4.4). For the decomposition of CuF, it occurred from 183 °C to 236 °C by releasing of plenty of CO₂ and bound water, which can be demonstrated by the weight loss in Fig. 4.4 and the endothermic peak shown in Fig. 4.6. But for the decomposition of the CuF-IPA complex, it was more complicated.

![TGA plots of CuF and CuF-IPA complexes (CuF:IPA=1:1, mol/mol) under a He gas flow.](image)

**Fig. 4.4** TGA plots of CuF and CuF-IPA complexes (CuF:IPA=1:1, mol/mol) under a He gas flow.
DTA/TGA, (b) fragments obtained during the decomposition and corresponding MS results (mass to charge ratio (m/z) versus temperature), (c) magnification of MS spectra presented in (b) for m/z of 18 and 44, (d) DTA/TGA of CuF-IPA complex from 110 to 150 °C. The mass to charge ratios (m/z), obtained as the main decomposition products and their fragments, were C (amu=12), CH\textsubscript{4} (amu=16), H\textsubscript{2}O (amu=18), (CO or CH\textsubscript{2}CH\textsubscript{2}) (amu=28), (CH\textsubscript{4}N) (amu=30), (CH\textsubscript{3}CHCH\textsubscript{3}) (amu=42), CO\textsubscript{2} (amu=44), HCOO (amu=45), and ((CH\textsubscript{2})\textsubscript{2}CO) (amu=56).

Fig. 4.5 presents the DTA/TGA-MS data of the CuF-IPA complex. The main gaseous products generated during this process are shown in Figs. 4.5b and 4.5c. The evaporation of non-bound water and generation of a small quality of CO\textsubscript{2} happened at
~100 °C as shown Fig. 4.5c, demonstrating the decomposition of the CuF, to the lower valence states of copper, commenced (Eqs. 1–3). A large amount of Cu (II) was reduced to lower valence state of Cu (I) (Eq. 1), during which the formate, CO$_2$, C, and fragments from IPA (exothermic peaks at 118 °C) were released. There are two exothermic DTA peaks (125 and 128 °C in Fig. 4.5d). During this process, Cu (I) was reduced to Cu (0) and CO$_2$ was produced by the release of second formate as shown in Eq. 2. In addition, the evaporation of formate, C, and fragments of IPA, happened. The endothermic peak at 133 °C was due to the evaporation of CO$_2$, bound water, and fragments of IPA.

![Graph showing DTA/TGA-MS of CuF](image)

**Fig. 4.6** DTA/TGA-MS of CuF. The mass to charge ratio (m/z) detected as decomposition product were CO$_2$ (amu=44) and H$_2$O (amu=18).
In total, the above demonstrated that the decomposition of the CuF-IPA complex, happened from \( \sim 100 \) °C and finished \( \sim 143 \) °C.

4.3.3 Merits of PPC-capped copper particles and formation of copper film with PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA inks

Our group has demonstrated that the uniformity and packing density of the sintered copper films can be enhanced by using the mixing of copper complex and added commercially copper fine particles (~0.8 \( \mu \)m) as the inks. The conductive copper films with low resistivity were produced at 100 °C.\(^4\) This was due to the less vacancy of sintered copper films by the deposition of copper from CuF to fill in the space between the added copper particles. Smaller copper particles which also have a wide size distribution are favorable to further decreasing the resistivity of the obtained copper films sintered at low sintering temperature. But organic capping layers are generally essential for controlling the particles size and preventing particle oxidation.\(^{11}\) These organic capping layers can inhibit the contacts among particles, causing high resistivity. The sintering at a higher temperature is usually needed to remove these organic layers.\(^{12,13}\)

In this study, to use copper particles with a smaller size and wide size distribution and to prevent the high temperature sintering for the removal of the organic capping layers, a decomposable polymer, PPC, was chosen as a ligand for the preparation of copper particles. PPC as a kind of biodegradable and biocompatible polymer is an alternating copolymer of propylene oxide (PO) and carbon dioxide (~43% of total weight). Due to the use of carbon dioxide, the white pollution in the environment can
be reduced. According to the TG of PPC (Fig. 4.7), it can be decomposed in the range from 200 °C to 250 °C. However, the decomposition temperature becomes lower by an aminolysis reaction with amine or amino alcohol. The aminolysis reaction is shown in Fig. 4.8. Owing to the aminolysis of PPC, PPC cannot have effective steric stabilizations of the copper particles, leading to the coalescence of the copper particles.

Fig. 4.7 DTA/TGA of PPC under a He gas flow.

Fig. 4.8 The aminolysis reaction of PPC with IPA.

In this study, the influence of the PPC-Cu particles on the resistivity of obtained
copper films was studied. The resistivities of the conductive copper films obtained after sintering at 100 °C under a N₂ gas flow for 1 h were presented in Fig. 4.9; PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA mixed inks with various mole ratios as shown in Table 4.1 were used. The obtained copper films could achieved the resistivities of 1.5 × 10⁻⁶, 8.8 × 10⁻⁷, and 2.4 × 10⁻⁶ Ω m by using the PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA (6/1), PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA (2/1), PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA (2/3) inks, respectively. The resistivities of the conductive copper films obtained using the lowest (PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 2/3 ink) and highest (PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 6/1 ink) amounts of PPC-Cu particles, were 1–2 times higher than that of the conductive copper film obtained using the PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 2/1 ink. The crystal structure and surface morphology of the sintered copper films were investigated to understand the underlying reason for the above results.

Fig. 4.10 exhibits XRD patterns of copper films obtained using various inks after sintering under a N₂ atmosphere for 1 h. There were only the peaks of metallic copper besides the peaks of Al₂O₃ substrate. No copper oxides were found. This can be ascribed to the released hydrogen gas produced during the decomposition of CuF, which help maintaining a reducing atmosphere. Moreover, IPA molecules released by the decomposition of CuF-IPA are beneficial to keeping a reducing environment.
**Fig. 4.9** Resistivities of the conductive copper films obtained using various copper inks shown in Table 4.1, after sintering process under a N₂ atmosphere at 100 °C for 1 h.

**Fig. 4.10** XRD results of conductive copper films obtained following sintering process for 1 h at 100 °C by using PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 6/1, 2/1 and 2/3 inks.

The surface morphologies and corresponding size distributions of the conductive copper films produced after sintering for 1 h were shown in Fig. 4.11. In all obtained conductive copper films, the copper particles have larger size than the added PPC-Cu
particles which were 154 ± 54 nm. These large copper particles were formed as a consequent of the coalescence products of copper produced by the decomposition of the CuF and the original PPC-Cu particles. The particle size in the copper films after sintering process became larger with fewer added PPC-Cu particles and more CuF-IPA complex in the prepared inks. Furthermore, for the copper films after sintering which used the ink containing the lowest amount of PPC-Cu particles (PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 2/3 ink), the resistivity decreased rapidly with the sintering time increasing from 1 to 2 h. In contrast, there is negligible difference for the copper films after sintering which had more added PPC-Cu particles, as shown in Table 4.2 (PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 2/1 and PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 6/1 inks). In the case of the copper film after sintering which used PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 2/3 ink, more contacts and less vacancy were observed after 2 h (Fig. 4.12) compared with those in the copper film after sintering for 1 h (Fig. 4.11c) (more contacts with less vacancy between particles can enhance the number of percolation paths, consequently leading to lower resistivity of film). According to the Gibbs-Thomson equation, the particles with the size more than 50 nm cannot melt at the sintering temperature of 100 °C (Fig. 4.11c). The possible reason for the resistivity decreasing dramatically from 1 h sintering to 2 h sintering, was that the complete decomposition of CuF after 2 h which can deposit copper on the surface of added PPC-Cu particles to form larger particles and in the space between added PPC-Cu particles, or the movement of generated nanoparticles which have higher chemical potential in the films after 1 h sintering to fill in the remaining space. Noticeable, the copper films obtained using the PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 6/1 ink
which contains the largest amount of PPC-Cu particles also presented high resistivities as shown in Fig. 4.9 and Table 4.2. This can be explained by lots of PPC stabilizers. Excess PPC which could not be completely decomposed with the assist of IPA in the ink impeded the contacts among the copper particles, increasing the resistivity of the copper films. Based on the above results, it can be concluded that the PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 2/1 ink (Fig. 4.13) was the optimal ink for producing conductive copper films with $8.8 \times 10^{-7}$ $\Omega$ m of low resistivity at 100 °C of low sintering temperature within 1 h of short sintering time.

![Fig. 4.11 Surface morphologies (a, b, and c) and relevant size distributions (d, e, and f) of the obtained copper films following sintering process at 100 °C for 1 h, by using PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 6/1, 2/1 and 2/3 mixed inks, respectively.](image-url)
Table 4.2. The resistivities of obtained copper films after sintering under a N₂ gas for various sintering times.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample name</th>
<th>Sintering time (h)</th>
<th>Resistivity (×10⁻⁷ Ω m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PPC-Cu/CuF/IPA 6/1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPC-Cu/CuF/IPA 2/1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPC-Cu/CuF/IPA 2/3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>24.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4.12 Morphological image of copper films obtained following sintering process at 100 °C for 2 h, by using the PPC-Cu/CuF/IPA 2/3 ink.

Fig. 4.13 Photo of PPC-Cu/CuF/IPA 2/1 ink.
The optimal sintering time was also studied using the PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 2/1 ink. If the sintering time were 15 and 30 min, the resistivities of the obtained copper films were both over the measurement range. The SEM images of produced copper films which were sintered for 30 min and 1 h (Figs. 4.14a and 4.14b) exhibit plenty of organics and no contacts among particles. The decomposition of CuF did not completely finish, and such short sintering time was not enough for the aminolysis of PPC with IPA. When the sintering time was extended to 1 and 2 h, highly packed copper films were produced, as shown in Figs. 4.14c and 4.14d. The resistivities of copper films after sintering for 1 and 2 h, were $8.8 \times 10^{-7}$ and $10.0 \times 10^{-7}$ Ω m, respectively. Due to the negligible change about the resistivity of copper films, 1 h was decided to be the optimal time for obtaining conductive copper film.

![Fig. 4.14](image)

**Fig. 4.14** Surface images of the copper films obtained using the PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA 2/1 ink after sintering process at 100 °C for (a) 15 min, (b) 30 min, (c) 1 h, and (d) 2 h.
4.3.4 Aminolysis of PPC with the assist of IPA at 100 °C

Based on the above results and analyses, the decomposition of the PPC plays a critical role in producing conductive copper films with low resistivities. During the sintering process, PPC can be broken down into other molecules owing to the aminolysis with the assist of IPA as shown in Fig. 4.8, which causing the loss of effective protection for copper particles and low resistivity of obtained copper films. To demonstrate the aminolysis took place at 100 °C during the sintering process, FT-IR measurement was taken (Fig. 4.15). The amide group arising from the aminolysis reaction between carboxyl group in PPC and amino group in IPA can be detected. About the IR spectrum of PPC after heating at 100 °C under a N₂ gas flow, it was the same as that of the PPC without any heating. The IR spectrum of the mixture of PPC and IPA without heating process was the sum of the IPA and PPC spectra. In comparison, there are three obvious absorbance peaks representing the amide group in the mixture of the PPC and IPA after heating process at 100 °C for 3 h. These three absorbance peaks were 1560–1530 cm⁻¹ (coupling of C-N stretching and N-H bending of amide II band), 1680–1640 cm⁻¹ (C=O stretching of amide II band) and 3300–3250 cm⁻¹ (N-H stretching of secondary amide). In addition, about the peaks in the range of 3300–3250 cm⁻¹, they also included the peaks from O-H group in hydrolysis products or IPA. This IR result confirmed that the aminolysis of the PPC with IPA happened at 100 °C during the sintering process.
In order to further confirm the significance of the mixture of PPC-Cu particle and CuF-IPA complex for achieving low resistivity of copper film, only the PPC-Cu particles were sintered under a N₂ flow. Fig. 4.16 shows the XRD patterns of the PPC-Cu particles after sintering at 100 °C and 150 °C under a N₂ flow for 1 h. The peaks corresponding to metallic copper without copper oxides were found. It should be noted that the resistivities of the copper films obtained using only PPC-Cu particles after sintering at 100 and 150 °C were both over range, as listed in Table 4.3. After sintering process at 100 °C, the resistivity of the copper film obtained using only PPC-Cu particles was much higher than those of the copper films obtained by using the PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA inks (Table 4.2). This result can be explained with morphological images of sintered copper films. In comparison with the SEM images
of the sintered copper films using the PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA inks as shown in Fig. 4.11, the SEM images of the sintered copper film which used only PPC-Cu particles (Fig. 4.17) present much less contacts.

![XRD spectra](image)

**Fig. 4.16** XRD of the conductive copper films obtained using only PPC-Cu particles after sintering at 100 °C and 150 °C under a N₂ flow for 1 h.

**Table 4.3.** Resistivities of the conductive copper films obtained using only PPC-Cu particles after sintering under a N₂ flow for 1 h

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sintering temperature of particles (°C)</th>
<th>Resistivity (Ω m)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>Over range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>Over range</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 4.17 Morphological image of PPC-Cu particles after sintering process under a N$_2$ gas at 100 °C for 1 h.

4.4 Conclusions

In this work, a new approach for achieving effective sintering of copper films at 100 °C were put forward by using PPC-Cu/CuF-IPA inks which contained decomposable polymer (PPC)-capped copper particles (154 ± 54 nm). It was demonstrated that the conductivity of sintered copper films were effectively enhanced by the aminolysis of the PPC with IPA. The contacts between PPC-Cu particles and the copper particles which were got from the decomposition of CuF and could deposit on the surfaces or spaces of PPC-Cu were improved by using PPC-Cu particles with small sizes and a wide size distribution, thus resulting in the producing of copper films with lower resistivity. Owing to the above dual promotional influences, a conductive copper film with low resistivity (8.8 × 10$^{-7}$ Ω m) after sintering process at 100 °C was obtained.
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5. Concluding Remarks

In the first chapter, the introduction about the materials for printed electronics has been introduced. Copper inks were chosen as the research topic due to its low cost, low resistivity \(1.7 \times 10^{-8} \Omega \text{m}\), similar to that of silver) and high electromigration resistance. However, copper particles have the problems of oxidation and high sintering temperature. To realize low resistivities of the sintered conductive copper films at low sintering temperatures \(\leq 200 ^\circ \text{C}\), new approaches were developed.

In the second chapter, instead of the common way (decreasing particle size to nanoscale) to reduce the sintering temperature, a new approach was put forward. A two-step process, during which an easy thermal oxidation procedure was introduced to enhance the contacts among particles, was investigated to achieve effective coalescence and sintering of copper fine particles (>100 nm). For the first step, copper fine particles with an average size of 280 nm were prepared using a facile one-pot reaction with D-isoascorbic acid as a mild reductant. For the second step, the synthesized copper fine particles were sintered by an oxidative preheating process and following reductive sintering under a 3% \(\text{H}_2\) in \(\text{N}_2\) gas. During the critical oxidative preheating process, the connections among particles were enhanced by generating convex surfaces, nanorods or nanoparticles. Consequently, the copper films after sintering 200 \(^{\circ}\)C and 250 \(^{\circ}\)C could have the resistivities of \(12.2 \times 10^{-8}\) and \(7.8 \times 10^{-8}\) \(\Omega \text{m}\), respectively.

In the third chapter, copper-based MOD inks with simplicity and scalability were
discussed for achieving low resistivity at a lower sintering temperature. The mixture of copper complex and added copper particles were used for preparation of ink. The choice of various copper sources (i.e., copper (II) acetate monohydrate and copper (II) formate tetrahydrate) in MOD inks was studied. Commercially copper fine particles with various sizes (0.4-2.5 µm) and prepared PVP-Cu particles were added into the inks to replace the organic components for lower resistivity and higher reliability of the conductive copper films. The effect of size of added copper particles and organic residuals on the resistivity of obtained copper films was also discussed. It was testified the general applicability of mixing copper complex with added copper particles as the ink for low resistivity of copper film at low sintering temperature. The copper film obtained using the ink containing 0.4 µm of added copper particles after sintering at 120 °C under a N₂ gas achieved 2.6 \times 10^{-7} \ \Omega \ m of low resistivity. By using the ink which contains PVP-Cu particles as added copper particles, a conductive copper film with low resistivity (7 \times 10^{-6} \ \Omega \ m) can also be obtained after sintering at 100 °C under a N₂ gas.

In the fourth chapter, to further reduce the resistivity, decomposable polymer (polypropylene carbonate, PPC) capped copper particles with a wide size distribution as a main part and a copper formate/1-amino-2-propanol (CuF-IPA) complex which is self-reducible as an additive were prepared for low temperature sintering. The surface modification of PPC with IPA, smaller particles with a wide size distribution, and self-reducible copper complex play important roles in obtaining conductive copper films with a low resistivity at a low sintering temperature. A low resistivity (8.8 \times 10^{-7} \ \Omega \ m)
Ω m) after sintering at 100 °C without any reductive gases was achieved.

The aforementioned approaches and prepared inks developed in our work have great potential used for flexible printing electronic devices with low-cost.
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